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compass pool 
pool with iQ
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3 CompassPools | 30th years anniversary

1980 heralded the beginning of the Compass Pools Success Story
- 60,000 Ceramic Composite Pools worldwide.

■  Worlds First Patented Ceramic Composite Pool technology
■  World first brilliant Bi-luminite Colour finish creating water colours of unmatched depth and luminosity
■  World First vantage in-floor Cleaning and Circulation system
■  engineered self supporting Pool technology for all situations
■  Disappearing edges and Wet Decks in Ceramic Composite Pools
■  licenced factory of europe since 2005

1981 - 2011 | 60 000 inStalled PoolS worldwide
Compass pools suCCess story
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SMART POOL THAT CLEANS ITSELF! 

• 15 Compass territory
   representatives

• 32 european Countries

 
EuROPEAN
SALES 
NETwORk
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Facts on Compass ceramic pools: 
■  the only oriGinal anD PatenteD CeramiC teChnoloGy in the WorlD
■  over 60 000 Pools solD
■  30 years oF eXPerienCe anD researCh in australia anD the u.s.a.

advantages:
■  exclusive 3D shiny surface without pores

■  life time guarantee for osmosis (absolute impermeability)

■  ceramic core (patent Pn1690) enhanced firmness without any loss of flexibility

■  fast and easy installation in a few days

■  built-in without a concrete foundation plate

■  pool quality guaranteed, permanent control of the production process

■  strict compliance with the tried australian technology

TECHNOLOGY  
COMPASS CERAMIC POOLS

slip stop: Surface pattern by steps 
ledges, pool bottom, swimmouts and 
partially at pool copying provides safety 
and anti slip effect for pool users.

integrail + Step Ledge: Some Compass 
models are equipped with handrail 
around pool for more safety. Compass 
Pools’s innovative range of safety ledge 
pools provide added peace of mind and 
security for your family. Children learn-
ing to swim under adult supervision 
have the security of the safety ledge to 

give them extra confidence.  

SBR Slim Balsa Ribs: Adding patented 
balsa ribs into pool construction will 
dramatically increase straightness 
of Compass pool’s construction without 
increasing its weight. SBR is optimal  
for pool’s stacking

hydrostatic VALVE: Integration of hydro-
static valve in deepest point provides 
addition protection against pressured 
ground water. 

Further exclusive features:

THE ONLY ORIGINAL  CERAMIC POOLS TECHNOLOGY
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Bi-luminite® layer 

vinyl ester primer

glass fibre reinforced
vinyl ester layer

ceramic layer

polyester layer
glass fibre reinforced

water resistant  
insulation coat

Bi-luminite
■   Fantastic 3D colours with  

unique colour protection
■   Excellent resistance  

against chemicals,  
mechanical damage  
and high temperature

■    Special treatment 
against uV radiation

standard 
fibreglass pool

Ceramic pools – exclusive patented system
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SundeCk SerieS

elegant design pool with traditional skimmer drain. 
equipped with deluxe stainless steel railing, as are all 
sunDeCK pools. For additional convenience, all 
sunDeCK pools are additionally equipped with their 
own shower tray as well as an integrated technology 
room with central operating panel.

oPtional SPa

variant with spa inside gives you an opportunity 
to enjoy massage within your pool. spa has own 
temperature and water treatment.
more spa types available.Sundeck series luxury

staircase with
a non slip finish

sundeck (optional spa)

SundeCk 85-105

type length width  depth Volume weight
sundeck 85 8,50 4,00 1,50 39 m3  730 kg
sundeck 95 9,50 4,00 1,50 44 m3  840 kg
sundeck 105 10,50 4,00 1,50 49 m3  950 kg
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steel railing

safety step

* not available in Germany, austria and slovenia

* for exact dimension see technical drawing
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riVerina SerieS

■  the modern „free shape“ design makes riverina an 
elegant pool for each type of house or surroundings

■  Gradually descending pool bottom is suitable for 
both older people and children

■  Wide steps and integrated relaxation area where 
massage nozzles or air massage devices may be 
installed

■  perimeter grip rail and the step ledge around the pool 
make young swimmers feel safe

■  relaxation zone in the deeper part of the pool
■  integrated hydrostatic valve
■  possibility to install vantage – a self-cleaning system 

the pool structure is elastic enough to adjust  
to possible moderate

the pool structure is elastic enough to adjust to 
possible moderate unevenness of the ground and also 
allows installation on a steep slope and difficult terrain.
these advantages are enhanced by the strict 
Compass output control and design meeting  
the strictest standards.
select suitable accessories and attractions  
(counterflow, wellness set, waterfall, etc.) lights, type  
of water treatment, heating, and many other features.

riVerina SerieS

a ceramic pool perfect for the whole family to 
enjoy.

the riverina ceramic swimming pool is ideal 
for a family that loves to swim, with entry 
steps and safety ledge the riverina is safe for 
children and adults alike. 

Riverina series emotion

integrated grip rail and step ledge

staircase with
a non slip finish

relaxation zone massage nozzles - option

deeper side

hydrostatic valve

riVerina 67-106
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type length width  depth Volume weight
riverina 67 6,70 3,44 1,17 - 1,63 24 m3  530 kg
riverina 74 7,40 3,75 1,13 - 1,68 29 m3 590 kg
riverina 84 8,40 3,75 1,13 - 1,70 37 m3 670 kg
riverina 94 9,40 3,75 1,13 - 1,75 42 m3 750 kg
riverina 106     10,60 3,75 1,12 - 1,84 45 m3 850 kg

* for exact dimension see technical drawing
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symetryVogue series

Vogue 71 - 82 

adVantageS of the Vouge CeramiC  
Swimming Pool:

the vogue is a perfect ceramic swimming pool  
for everyone in the family, offering something special  
for all ages in a unique and elegant design.

■  an unobstructed swimming corridor for those who 
enjoy fitness and fun.

■  a swimout and wide steps at either end, making it 
perfectly safe for the entire family.

■  a step ledge at just the right height around the cera-
mic swimming pool walls which gives children a place 
to rest and adults a little help when leaving the pool.

■  the ceramic swimming pool floor and steps have a 
slip-resitant finish.

■   a smooth surface that‘s kind to your swim wear and 
gentle on your skin.

■  this ceramic swimming pool has a ceramic core that 
doubles the pool life.

■  superior insulation making the pool warmer to touch.
■  a ceramic swimming pool structure that is designed 

to cope with varying soil conditions. 

Vogue

the Vogue ceramic swimming pool repre-
sents the pinnacle in contemporary pool 
design, making it the perfect centrepiece for 
your landscaped entertaining area.

its modern rectangular shape is enhanced by 
the symmetry of centrally positioned entry 
steps and bench seat, combining style and 
functionality.
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step entry with non slip finish

deeper side

entry steps bench seats

type length  width  depth  Volume  weight
vogue 71 7,15  3,60 1,09 - 1,68  31 m3  590 kg 
vogue 82 8,20  4,20 1,09 - 1,75  36 m3  660 kg

* for exact dimension see technical drawing



wellbeingTrainer series

trainer SerieS

two laneS for health, fitneSS,  
and fun for all
standard pools allow only one swimmer to swim 
at a time. two lane X-trainer allows two or more 
people to swim together. X-trainer’s extra width 
suits water games and cross-training programs. 
aquatic training is kind on bones and joints and  
is perfect for both the elderly and young children.

the greateSt adVantageS of the trai-
ner SerieS PoolS:
■ modern geometric shape with two lanes,
■ two staircases with integrated relaxation zone,
■  gradually sloping pool bottom suits both the 

elderly and children,
■  wide steps and integrated relaxation zone where 

massage nozzles or air massage devices may be 
installed,

■ the step ledge makes small swimmers feel safe,
■ relaxation zone in the deeper part of the pool,
■ integrated hydrostatic valve,
■  possibility to install the vantage self-cleaning system.
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x-trainer 82 massage nozzles – option

deeper side

step entry with non slip finishhydrostatic valve

relaxation zone

xl trainer
an adjusted version of X-trainer with the following 
additional features:
■    a zone in the deeper part intended for installation 

of the Compass pools rollo cover, installation of 
massage nozzles or to serve as a relaxation zone.

■    perimeter border for safe fit of the lamella cover

border for safe fit of the lamella cover

space for installation of the cover or massage nozzles

xl-trainer 90-110

deeper side

step entry with non slip finish

massage nozzles – option

hydrostatic valve

type length width  depth Volume weight
X-trainer 45 4,50 3,05 1,06 - 1,45 19 m3 430 kg 
X-trainer 58 5,78 3,43 1,09 - 1,51 22 m3 490 kg 
X-trainer 82 8,22 3,80 1,06 - 1,74 39 m3 650 kg
Xl-trainer 90 9,00 4,00 1,10 - 1,70 42 m3 770 kg
Xl-trainer 100 10,00 4,00 1,10 - 1,75 47 m3 890 kg
Xl-trainer 110 11,00 4,00 1,10 - 1,80 52 m3 990 kg
XXl-trainer 133 13,30 4,49 1,50 89 m3 1140 kg

x-trainer 58
massage nozzles – option

relaxation zone

deeper side

step entry with non slip finish

hydrostatic valve
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* for exact dimension see technical drawing



relaxationJava series

JaVa 85 - 101

step entry with non slip finish

depth 150 cm

hydrostatic valve

relaxation zone

ClaSSiC Style JaVa SerieS Pool with the 
original ComPaSS ConStruCtion SyStem
Java represents a unique pool with roma steps and 
even bottom. the impressive entry enhances the shape 
of the pool that is perfectly suitable for water games. 
the classical design of Java will create harmony also 
in your garden.

Safety iS the Credo for eaCh ComPaSS 
Pool and JaVa iS a P erfeCt examPle.
relaxation zones on both sides and wide integrated 
steps in the roma style make entering and leaving safe.
the perimeter grip rail sits just below the surface to pro-
vide support for children and a little help for adults when 
leaving the pool at any point.
steps, pool edge and pool bottom have non slip finish.

xl-JaVa 114

deeper side

a space for installation of the cover or massage nozzles

step entry with non slip finish

hydrostatic valve

border for safe fit of the lamella cover

xl-JaVa

a modified version of Java for installation of the 
Compass pools rollo cover with the following  
additional features:
■     a zone in the deeper part intended for installation of 

the Compasspools rollo cover 
■    installation of massage nozzles or to serve as a 

resting zone,
■    perimeter border for safe fit of the lamella cover,
■    sloping bottom for a lesser amount of water.
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type length width  depth Volume weight
Java 85   8,41 3,78 1,50 42 m3 670 kg
Java 101 10,03 3,78 1,50 49 m3 850 kg
Xl-Java 114 11,40 4,00 1,10 - 1,70 52 m3 900 kg

* for exact dimension see technical drawing



briliant
■ steps are situated to take as little space as possible,
■ steps with non slip finish,
■   perimeter step ledge ensures safe leaving of the pool 

at any point,
■ relaxation zone for installation of massage nozzles.

briliant SerieS

Puristic elegance brilliant Pools are an 
economical version of Compass Ceramic 
Pools. the combination of the puristic- mini-
malist design and absolute usefulness make 
them the classic type of pools suitable
for any client.
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briliant 74

depth 140 cm

step entry with non slip finish

type length width   depth Volume weight
Briliant 66 6,6 3,63 1,40 27 m3 500 kg
Briliant 74 7,46 3,46 1,40 32 m3 550 kg
Xl-Briliant 88 8,80 3,70 1,40 45 m3 690 kg
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harmonyBriliant series

briliant 60

depth 140 cm

step entry with non slip finishrelaxation zone

xl briliant
an adjusted version of X-trainer with the following 
additional features:
■    a zone in the deeper part intended for installation 

of the Compass pools rollo cover, installation of 
massage nozzles or to serve as a relaxation zone.

■    perimeter border for safe fit of the lamella cover

xl-briliant 81
step entry with non slip finish

space for installation of the cover or massage nozzles

depth 140 cm

* for exact dimension see technical drawing



 

faSt lane

this ceramic swimming pool is designed to suit 
those who like to live life in the fast lane. With an urban 
lifestyle, this pool is ideally suited for narrow blocks and 
serious swimmers.

the fast lane ceramic swimming pool has an internal 
length and width of 11,60m x 2.78m and a constant 
water depth of 1.46m.

adVantageS of the faSt lane CeramiC  
Swimming Pool:
■   this ceramic swimming pool can be located as a free  

standing structure or traditionally installed.
■  automatic temperature control with gas or electric heat 

pump options are available for installation into this  
lap ceramic swimming pool.

■  optional colour-lock leD lighting stytem.
■  Custom lengths (longer than the standard length only) 

available on request.

faSt lane

the fast lane ceramic swimming pool is the 
perfect lap pool for those who want enjoy 
swmming laps in their own time at home!
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type length width depth Volume weight
Fast lane 116 11,60 2,78 1,46 41 m3 550 kg
Xl-Fast lane 130 13,04 2,78 1,46 51 m3 750 kg

sportyFast lane
step entry with non slip finish

depth 146 cm

standart
internal steps 50 x 2250cm

xl-faSt lane 
With roller Cover tanK

step entry with non slip finish

depth 146 cm

standart
internal steps 50 x 2250cm

* for exact dimension see technical drawing



nova® | Jade 

Solid ColourS
permanently elegant standard ral paints of the top 
quality for conservative pool fans. application of 
state-of-art additives secure the highest possible 
colour stability.

solid Colour | Compass blue

solid Colour | Papyrus whiteBi-luminite® | blue granite

Bi-luminite® | blue Saphire

Bi-luminite® | golden Pebble

Bi-luminite® | Smokey Quartz

Bi-luminite® | granit

bi-luminite® ColourS
Bi-luminite® surface and its 3D colours represent a revolutionary change. these colours change the look of composite 
pools thanks to small glittering particles just below the top-coat and the application of two paint layers instead of just 
one. this patented  Bi-lumination® process creates unique colour effects. the depth and glittering effects provide 
Compass pools with a unique palette of amazing colours. that is why your Compass pool may perfectly blend with the 
surroundings or you can create a powerful and emotional manifestation of your style and taste.

Characterisation:
■ 2 layers of special paint applied separately onto the mould surface,
■ colour effect of the most beautiful sea lagoon that you can imagine,
■ coloured layers are applied manually as on the most expensive cars and therefore each pool is an original.

nova® | blue 

nova® | onyx 

nova® | Pearl 

noVa® ColourS
nova® range is one of the most advanced gel coat 
systems in the world. using new type of chips 
and upgraded base colour blends. aesthetically,  
its translucent holographic effect gives a 
distinguishing brilliance.
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Colour your swimm!
the colour of the pool is important



Self-Cleaning pool

a Self-Cleaning pool  is not a myth anymore ... Compass vantaGe.
a mountain spring is a symbol of cleanliness and freshness. What makes it so clean? 
it moves permanently. the spring flows in its bed, takes away dirt and dust and moves 
all the time thereby giving no time for algae and bacteria to grow. the same result can 
be achieved in your pool. But you must either clean, sweep, clean with a pool vacuum 
cleaner and add chemicals or.

you Can SimPly buy a P ool wi th the Vantage 
CirCulation and Cleaning SyStem.

vantaGe is the best self-cleaning system for composite pools in the world.
vantaGe collects debris efficiently and automatically.
vantaGe circulation eliminates growth of algae and bacteria.
vantaGe circulation reduces the use of chemicals.

vantaGe is the world number one among circulation and cleaning systems and is much 
more efficient than any pool vacuum cleaner. the vantaGe system provides efficient 
and high-performance cleaning from the surface to the bottom of the pool. 

Vantage iS abSolutely Safe.

and all this is enhanced by high performance, reliability, and perfect design.  
the vantaGe system is almost invisible and will not disturb the look of your new beauti-
ful pool. nozzles and accessories for the vantaGe system are available in three colours 
complementing the colours of your pool. there is no competition for vantaGe. 
its massive patented telescopic nozzle „pop-up“ is able to cover a four times larger area 
than small devices and therefore it copes even with larger pieces of debris. the water 
valve and debris containment canister, debris collection zone), water curtain, and also the 
amazing mDX are protected by patents.

vantaGe is available only for new pools. a system of strategically located nozzles, which 
are a part of the vantaGe system, is installed during the manufacture of your new compos-
ite pool. each vantaGe system is installed by fully trained experts. it means that you can 
enjoy your new, crystal clear pool equipped with the vantaGe system without any worries.

if you wish to relax in your new pool, go for the circulation and cleaning system 
Vantage.
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The pool that
cleans itself



rollo CoVerS  
For pools

ComPaSS PoolS rollo CoVer
the Compass pools rollo Cover, an integrated slatted cover, 
guarantees maximum energy efficiency and full safety of your 
pool. By means of capturing freely available solar energy, solar 
slats ensure optimal warming of swimming pool water by 4 to 8 
°C depending on the season and geographical location. at night, 
evaporation and heat losses are limited to a minimum. the Com-
pass pool rollo Cover can bear the weight of a small pet, child or 
even an adult. For maximum safety, an integrated perimeter guid-
ing ledge prevents submersion of the slats when under load.

rollo CoVer CharaCteriStiC
the Compass pools rollo Cover chamber is integral part of your 
pool and contains an immerged mechanism with guiding wheels. 
When automatically opened or closed, slats are smoothly guided 
and rolled around a stainless steel roller. the slats are propelled 
by a sophisticated  in-roller motor installed in the cover chamber. 
When opened, the cover slats are invisibly submerged below  the 
water level behind a fixed panel in the same colour as the pool. 
the Compass pools rollo Cover mechanism is controlled by 
remote control and meets the strictest eu safety standards.
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■ Xl-trainer 90

■ Xl-trainer 100

■ Xl-trainer 110

■ XXl-trainer 133

■ Xl-Java 114

■ Xl-Briliant 88

■ Xl-Fast lane 130

uniQue high water leVel
thanks to a custom designed overflow skimmer Compass 
Ceramic pools have an exceptionally high water level that can 
be regulated automatically. the pool looks more elegant and 
while swimming you always have a good view on your garden 
and surroundings.

ComPaSSPoolS | rollo CoVer  
Can be inStalled in the following 
modelS:

CoVer SlatS
the Compass pools rollo Cover slats are made 
of rigid pvC with improved resistance against 
mechanical damage and uv-radiation.
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Pool pump 

Sand filter

Self cleaning unit

Pool valve 

LED lights

Bottom outlet

CompassPools | aCCessories

pool  aCCeSSorieS

„We offer only selected brand products – the quality 
of which we are 100 % sure. Check it yourself.”
 
Compasspools

COMPASS GENuINE POOL PARTS:
Compasspools devote great attention to the quality, design, and functionality 
of each part used within the installation of pools. all parts are designed  
and optimized to meet all required european standards.  
the optimum functioning of the entire pool is  
ensured through the use of  
original Compass parts.

ask your dealer to supply only original parts 
marked with the following logo:

baSiC aCCeSSorieS  
■ Skimmer
■ Inlet nozzles
■ Pool light 
■ Bottom outlet
■ Pool pump  
■ Sand filter

additional aCCeSSorieS:
■ water level regulator
■ Automatic 6-way filter valve 
■ Salt water chlorinators
■ LED lights
■ Pool heating
■ Swimm jets 
■ water attractions
■ Pool maintenance
■ Sea salt
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THE PHILOSOPHY
■  Water BalanCe anD maintenanCe oF the Pool is a ComPleX JoB For a Pool oWner

■ the PurPose to have a Pool is to have a Pleasure oF sWimminG

■ ComPass iQ is an intelliGent ComPuter DesiGneD to keeP ComPass Pools one steP aheaD aGainst ComPetition

THE iQ™  TECHNICAL PROCESS

■   real time analysis and management  

of water quality (water pump, electrolysis...) 

and special features (ie - massage, jet…)

■    Display pool water information at home 

and remotely to offsite maintenance service

■    Full time pool water analysis information 

recording and uploading to remote 

management server via internet

INTELLIGENT POOL  CONTROL SYSTEM
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remote comfort features
■  temperature set up

■  on/off lightings, massage, water-features

■  covering of pools

■   swimm jet

the dealer benefits
■  remote control via internet and optimized water chemistry

■  the proof of the real water quality as promised 

■   a sales feature to conveince a potential but anxious customer

■    reat time datalog of water balace, linked to Compass Ceramic 

Pools warranty conditions

the customer benefits
■  Complex chemical and technical analysis

■  user friendly remote management of pool controls

■  access to normally invisible data

■   more time spend in the pool ... for pleasure

■    the potential of using the minimal chemicals as to reduce  

enviromental impact

pool chemicals

pool features

temperature

info menu



www.compasspools.eu


